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Nationwide Cumulative Vaccination
Coverage exceeds 19 Crore; Manipur
fails to vaccinate even 5 lakhs doses
IT News
New Delhi, May 21:
Overall India has achieved a
new milestone in its vaccination
drive as the cumulative number
of COVID-19 vaccine doses administered in the country has exceeded 19 Cr (19,18,79,503) today
under the Phase-3 of the nationwide Vaccination Drive. However,
the doses given in the state of
Manipur fails to vaccinate even 5
lakhs doses. As per record the
total vaccination (1st dose ) as of
yesterday was 3,35,396 including
6,220 people between age 18 to
44. Number of people so far vaccinated the 2nd dose is 79,633.
Vaccination drive in the state remain idle with just around 6000
doses jab per day eve though the
state has around 1 lakh 25 thousand covishield doses in stock

with the government.
Throught the country as per
report by the PIB , a total of
19,18,79,503 vaccine doses have
been administered through
27,53,883 sessions, as per the provisional report till 7 am today.
These include 97,24,339 HCWs
who have taken the 1st dose and
66,80,968 HCWs who have taken
the 2nddose, 1,47,91,600 FLWs
(1stdose), 82,85,253 FLWs
(2nddose), 86,04,498 beneficiaries
under 18-44 age group (1stdose),
5,98,35,256 (1stdose) and
95,80,860 (2nd dose) beneficiaries
aged 45 to 60 years.5,62,45,627
1stdose beneficiaries and
1,81,31,102 2nd dose beneficiaries
of more than 60 years old.
Ten states account for
66.32% of the total doses given
so far in the country. Manipur’s
vaccination did not even cross

15%.
More than 20.61 Lakh tests
were conducted in the last 24
hours. The total positive cases
detected yesterday was 546 ,
and the total dead case is recorded as 11.
On another front, the daily
positivity rate has declined to
12.59%.
India’s DailyRecoveries continue to outnumber the DailyNew
Cases for the eighth consecutive
day. 3,57,295 recoveries were registered in the last 24 hours. For
the state of Manipur the recovery rate reached 81.98% . the total
recovered cases of Covid -19 in
Manipur is 35,005.India’s cumulative recoveries have reached
2,27,12,735 today. The National
Recovery Rate has grown further
to touch 87.25%.
Ten states account for

74.55% of the new recoveries.
In another positive development, India has recorded less than
3 lakh new cases for five consecutive days now.
2,59,551 Daily New Cases
were registered in the last 24
hours.
Ten States reported 76.66%
of thenew cases in last 24 hours.
Tamil Nadu has reported the highest daily new cases at 35,579, followed by Kerala with 30,491new
cases.
On the other hand, India’s
total Active Caseload has decreased to 30,27,925 today.
A net decline of 1,01,953is
witnessed in the last 24 hours. It
now comprises 11.63% of the
country’s total Positive Cases.
8 States cumulatively account for 69.47% of India’s total
Active Cases.
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CM launches Mobile App for
home delivery
IT News
Imphal, May 21:
Chief Minister N. Biren
Singh launched Freshcart
Store, another mobile application for home delivery of fresh
vegetables and other items, in
a simple function held at CM’s
Secretariat today. The application can be downloaded from
momamarket.com
and
freshcartstore.com and it will
also be available on Google
Play Store soon. The App can
be run in both Android and
iOS devices.
The App is run by
Freshcart, an associate partner of Manipur Organic Mission Agency (MOMA), Department of Horticulture and
Soil Conservation, Manipur.
Freshcart has been serving
the people in association with
MOMA in delivering vegetables and helping the farmers sell their products during
this pandemic.

This app will help ease
p e o p l e i n b u yi n g ve g e ta b le s a n d ot he r i te m s
from their homes and help
curb the pandemic. MOMA
had already launched its
App called Momamarket

for the same purpose on
May 14, 2021. Freshcart
Store will assist MOMA
App’s endeavour of delivering vegetables and other
it e m s a t p eo p l e ’s d o o rstep s.

5 students , large number of
students including students
of colleges had stage a mass
protest and even enter the
police station for mass court
arrest on May 28 of 1979 demanding unconditional released of the 5 arrested students.
However the than Officer
in charge of Moiran g police
detained those agitators and
after putting them in the lock
up fired gun shots to
them.Many injury sustained
bullet injury and the police
didn’t allowed the then medical officer Dr. Brajamohon to
attend the injured students.
Two students Uritkhinbam
Khelen and Khumam Sharat
succumbed to the bullet injury, but before their last
breath they told their col-

league not to retreat until the
demand were fulfilled.
Remembering the three
students Haobijam Ibohal,
Urikhinbam Khelen and
Kumam Sharat , the All
Manipur Students’ Union observed May 28 as the Student
Emancipation Day every year.
This year too the AMSU
is all set to observe the day
on May 28 by paying floral
tribues to the three student
martyrs at Moirang Multipurpose Higher Secondary
school , however, a statement
of the AMSU said that the day
will be observed by following
the Covid 19 SoPs. The student body also appealed
people attending the function
to follow the SOP of Covid -19
by wearing mask and maintaining social distancing.

MPCC remembers Rajiv Gandhi by dedicating
ambulances, oxygen concentrators & other items to the AMSU to observed Student
Emancipation day on May 28
people of Manipur to combat covid pandemic
IT News
Imphal, May 21:
As a part of 30th martyrdom
of the former Prime Minister of
India Rajiv Gandhi on the 21st
of May, 2021, Manipur Pradesh
Congress Committee dedicated
ambulances, oxygen concentrators, food packets, medicines
and other items to the people to
combat the covid pandemic in
the state.
The commemoration of the
30th martyrdom of Rajiv Gandhi
took place with ambulances being flagged off by MPCC President K. Govindas and Chairman
of Observation Committee of
30th martyrdom of Rajiv Gandhi
in Manipur & MLA K.
Meghachandra.
CLP Leader O. Ibobi spoke
about the nation that Rajiv
Gandhi aspired and worked for.
AICC CWC Regular Member Gaikhangam, MLA Fajur
Rahim, MLA O. Surjakumar and
other Congress leaders also
joined the rememberance of the
former Prime Minister of India at
Congress Bhavan, Imphal in the
morning.
The commemoration was
followed by dedication of oxygen concentrators, medicines,
food packets and other items to

Wangkhem MLA Meghachandra dedicates oxygen
concentrator & other items to people to combat covid pandemic
the people of Manipur to combat the covid pandemic.
The distribution of the dedicated items would also take place
in all the 60 assembly constituencies of the state on the same
day.
10 Ambulances and 15 oxygen concentrators will be provided to the District Headquarters/ Community Home Isolation
Centres where they are required.
Most of the ambulances
have already been booked and
their delivery is being awaited
soon.
On the other hand, Keisham

Meghachandra,
MLA,
Wangkhem AC dedicated one
Oxygen concentrator, medical
kits, breakfast, lunch packets for
the 62 covid 19 positive patients
and para medical staffs who are
in the Community Home Isolation
Centre,Bishnunaha,
Wangkhem AC through the
volunteers of the Community
Home Isolation Centre,
Bishnunaha, Wangkhem AC
and members of the 32
Wangkhem Block Congress
Committee in commemoration of
the 30th Death Anniversary of
the martyrdom of shri Rajiv

Gandhi ji , today the 21st May
2021.
Meanwhile, the Jiribam Block
Congress Committee (JBCC)
also observed the 30th death anniversary of the former Prime
Minister and Congress leader
Rajiv Gandhi.
In commemoration, Jiribam
Block Congress Committee members and leaders paid floral tribute to the portrait of late Rajiv
Gandhi today at Congress Office, Jiribam.
Apart of the observation,
medical kits and edible materials
were distributed to the frontline
workers, FCI godown labourers,
drivers as well as to the family
members who were at home isolation due to CoVID-19.
A. Badrur Rahman, Secretary
MPCC (Adm. & Protocol incharge), Kh. Shanti Kumar
Singh, President, Jiribam Block
Congress Committee, Ph.
Montessori Devi, President,
Jiribam Block Congress Mahila
Committee, Abdul Kadir
Barbhuiya, Vice President,
Jiribam Block Congress Committee, Jalal Uddin, Co-opted PCC
member along with other party
line workers and leaders participated in the 30th death Anniversary programme maintaining
SOPs of COVID-19.

DESAM demands ICU and other essential equipment
at Jiribam Hospital to fight against COVID-19
IT Correspondent
Jiribam, May 21:
The Democratic Students
Alliance of Manipur (DESAM),
Jiri District Council and Jiri Development Organisation (J.D.O)
have demanded for the Intensive
Care Unit and to make functional
X- Ray, Ultra Sound and Ventilators facilities at Jiribam District
Hospital to counter against the
COVID-19.
Today, in a press statement

issued by the President of
DESAM, Jiri District Council L.
Bilaks Meetei stated that since a
long time the people of Jiribam
are demanding for ICU and to
make functional other essential
equipments at the hospital but it
remained unheard till day.
Jiribam District which is the
border area of Manipur adjacent
with the neighbouring State of
Assam. The District has a lone
hospital where there are no any
facilities of I.C.U and countable

numbers of ventilators which are
yet to be functional.
In such a critical situation of
COVID-19 2nd wave without
I.C.U and ventilators where
should the serious COVID patients be kept, when they are in
the needs of I.C.U and Ventilation supports, L. Bilaks Meetei
questioned authority.
He also added, in such pandemic conditions without proper
equipment to the hospital it
seems to be that people of

Jiribam were kept to succumb
without proper medical facilities.
It might be recalled here that
during the 1st wave of COVID-19,
while patients are in urgent need
of I.C.U and ventilation support,
they were referred to Silchar due
to lack of facilities at Jiribam hospital and it caused deaths.
The President of DESAM,
Jiri District Council sought the
urgent attention of the government to save the lives of people
in the District.

IT News
Imphal, May 21:

On September 1973, a student leader identified as
Haobijam Ibohal from
Ningthoukhing in Bishnupur
district was killed in police firing when a group of student
demonstrated protest for fulfillment of required infrastructures for Moirang Multipurpose Higher Secondary
School, Moirang.
On May 26, 1979, police
picked up 5 students who
were undergoing hunger strike
demanding the same in the
middle of the night, i.e for fulfillment of the required infrastructures for the Moirang
Multipurpose Higher Secondary School.
Following the arrest of the

DRDO develops COVID-19
antibody detection kit
PIB
New Delhi, May 21:
Defence Institute of Physiology and Allied Sciences
(DIPAS), a laboratory of Defence Research and Development Organisation (DRDO), has
developed an antibody detection-based kit ‘DIPCOVAN’, the
DIPAS-VDx COVID-19 IgGAntibody Microwell ELISA for
sero-surveillance.
The
DIPCOVAN kit can detect both
spike as well as nucleocapsid
(S&N) proteins of SARS-CoV2 virus with a high sensitivity
of 97 per cent and specificity of
99 per cent. The kit has been
developed in association with
Vanguard Diagnostics Pvt Ltd,
a development and manufacturing diagnostics company
based at New Delhi.
The DIPCOVAN kit was developed indigenously by the
scientists, followed by extensive validation on more than

1,000 patient samples at various
COVID designated hospitals in
Delhi. Three batches of the
product were validated during
last one year. The antibody detection kit is approved by Indian Council of Medical Research (ICMR) in April 2021.
In May 2021, the product
received the regulatory approval from the Drugs Controller General of India (DCGI), Central Drugs Standard Control
Organisation (CDSCO), Ministry of Health and Family Welfare, to manufacture for sale and
distribution.
DIPCOVAN is intended for
the qualitative detection of IgG
antibodies in human serum or
plasma, targeting SARS-CoV-2
related antigens. It offers a significantly faster turn-aroundtime as it requires just 75 minutes to conduct the test without any cross reactivity with
other diseases. The kit has a
shelf life of 18 months.

Industry partner Vanguard
Diagnostics Pvt. Ltd will commercially launch the product
during the first week of June
2021. Readily available stock at
the time of launch will be 100
kits (approx. 10,000 tests) with
a production capacity of 500
kits/month after the launch. It
is expected to be available at
about Rs 75 per test.
The kit will be very useful
for understanding COVID 19
epidemiology and assessing an
individual’s previous SARS
CoV 2 exposure.
Defence Minister Rajnath
Singh has appreciated the efforts of DRDO and the industry
in developing the kit at the time
of need.
Secretary Department of
Defence R&D & Chairman
DRDO Dr G Satheesh Reddy
complimented the teams involved in developing the kit and
said the initiative will help the
people during the pandemic.
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Second wave of Pandemic
creates new poor
Second wave hits amid significant depletion of
household income and fragile recovery from last
year’s shock, s
The survey found that the pandemic caused a
significant depletion of households’ income and
forced a large number of the population into leaving
cities and taking shelter in their village homes.
Those people had to head home as they became
jobless. Their situation was worsened by rising livBy: Vijay GarG
ing expenses, dwindling savings and mounting debt,
said the survey.
“It is thought that the ‘new poor’ is a temporary matter. But one year after
the pandemic, we see that a large number of the people, who went below the
poverty line [due to the pandemic], are yet to come out of poverty,” the
coronavirus’ impact on people’s income and poverty. For this, Rapid Response
Research (RRR) of the two organisations carried out a panel survey in March
on over 6,000 people living in rural and urban slums.
In its first survey, on a similar number of households in slums, in April last
year, the RRR found that around 3.7 crore people or 22 percent of the population became the “new poor” due to the first wave of the pandemic. It meant that
they joined the previous 20.5 percent of the population who had already been
poor.
“People have lost their capacity to face the pandemic and recover from the
economic consequences of it. Income of households decreased while their
debt kept going up,”
The findings of the latest survey gives an indication that a large number of
people are still struggling to lead their life smoothly
“In order to protect the lives and livelihoods of people, we must avoid the
economic shock we faced last year,”
“The impact of the ongoing economic hardship will deepen many folds if
the country faces a similar shock this time,” he said.
A smart Covid-19 lockdown can help in this case, but the authorities have
to make sure that people’s lives and livelihoods as well as health protocols are
ensured simultaneously people’s capacity to fight Covid-19.
The survey also found that the rate of extreme poverty went up by 4
percent in March this year from February.
The consequence of the pandemic has had an adverse impact on the poor
in urban areas as their per capita daily income declined to Tk 107 from Tk 124.
But the income of rural people increased to Tk 108 from Tk 106.
The rural economy has rebounded strongly sidestepping the economic
hardship based on the good performance of the farm sector.
The survey also found that 27.3 percent of urban slum dwellers migrated
from the major cities to villages after the arrival of the pandemic. Some 9.8 of the
people are yet to return.
In addition, the migration has not stopped till date as 6.8 percent of the
people left urban areas since June last year.
Savings of each urban slum household stood at Tk 16,707 in March this
year, down 11 percent from February last year, he said.
Reserves by people in rural areas also declined 24 percent in the last one
year.
The amount of loans taken out per household in the city areas stood at Tk
42,961 in March this year, up 86 percent from February last year.
The scenario is the same for the rural areas where each household had Tk
58,101 in loans, up 75 percent from February last year.
Employment is also facing sluggishness as some 8 percent people, who
were employed in February last year, were yet to manage any job till March this
year. They are facing an uncertain situation, Imran said.
Two categories of the jobholders — skilled labour and salaried jobs —
have struggled with their jobs to a large extent. Housemaids have faced the
same consequence, the survey found.
The rise in unemployment compelled people to reduce their expenditure on
food, according to the survey.
The food expenditure of each urban household surveyed has declined 17
percent from the pre-Covid stage when it was Tk 66 a day.
The expenditure on food in rural areas, however, increased by Tk 1 to Tk 53.
Against this backdrop, severe food insecurity has been on the rise as 2.3
percent households surveyed in the urban areas faced hunger the whole day at
least once in this March when the ratio was 1 percent in rural areas, Imran said.
Females have been in the unemployment zone the most as the survey
found 31 percent of the female respondents have lost their jobs in the last one
year, he said.
Participation of the female labour force has been stuck in the last couple of
years, so the authorities concerned should put emphasis on the issue, the
participants said.
The recovery of the economic hardship is highly fragile as a large number
of people have been unable to get back to their previous jobs
The increase in health and transport cost is also an indication of regulatory
failures of the authorities concerned, he said.
The near absence of social protection is another crisis for the economy.
People had to rely on their families and relatives to face their problems during
the crisis.
The country has to address the second wave taking into account the
depleted capacity of the people, he said.
Parallel to existing safety nets, specific new and significant programmes for
the poor is highly important.
Effective targeting is highly crucial in reaching out to the poor as there had
been huge criticism about last year’s measures taken by the government.
Mobile financial services can play a great role in providing the required
government support to the vulnerable groups.
Agriculture has played a great role in tackling the first wave. A policy
mind-set shift towards strengthening rural regeneration and a holistic approach to supporting agriculture is a key lesson from the Covid crisis, he
added.
The participants said that the rural economy has shown resilience significantly, meaning that the country’s rural economy is much stronger than that of
the urban areas. The income of rural people increased 1.9 percent in March
from the pre-Covid-19 level.
Most of the people have been forced into joining unskilled jobs after the
first wave.
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Indigeneity: Who must arbitrate?

By: Janghaolun Haokip
It is indeed reasonable and rational that long standing problems
should be solved once and for all.
The issue of Indigeneity, in that
case, also needs a comprehensive
discourse to arrive at a valid conclusion. There has to be learnt presenters and experts on both sides
and then we need a third person who
will act as an arbiter who would deliberately discern and justly decide
and make a stop to all the claims and
counter-claims on Social Media and
Newspapers.
In his article Indigeneity: Setting the record straight, published
by the Sangai Express, Rk Rajendro
Singh, the President of the International Meitei Forum has middlingly
opined that there should be an arbiter for the issue of Indigeneity. However, as we patiently read his article
and close towards the end, we find
a rather massive contradiction to the
writer’s own statement. Ironically,
while the writer stated that there
should be an arbiter, the article imprudently states the Kukis as foreigners and refugees in its closing
part. If he had thus stated so, why

do we need an arbiter at all because
he had already arbitrarily appointed
himself as an arbiter and had already
provoked the sentiments of a certain community?
Interestingly, the article also
has opinions that one should not
express personal opinions on sensitive issues that could call for communal tensions in the state. In contrast, it is notable that the article
has certain statements that can be
observed as biased with a single
approach or understanding. It fails
to present the larger picture of a
comprehensive or either inclusive
thought of the whole Manipur
populace. It was rightly stated that
there should be an acceptable academic answer to the problem, and
having stated thus, there should be
a call for an action to settle the same,
not an arbitrary conclusion with
fabricated facts. It is the government, people who are in charge of
the administration, to actuate a
problem-solving mechanism for the
well-being of its people and to promote peace, harmony, and tranquility in the state.
Indigeneity has been an issue
for quite some time now in Manipur
and it needs to be addressed effectively at the earliest. It is therefore
substantially tempting to give the
more ostensible possibilities to this
standing issue. This article, as it is,
is an attempt to employ a different
perspective towards the question of
Indigeneity.
The government, until so far, has
regrettably been rather unrespon-

sive or have largely failed to assuage
the heightening tensions. Amidst
the pandemic, the government on its
part could offer a justifiable forum
that can agreeably settle the issue,
at least temporarily. It must call for
the concerned parties so that they
can effectively put their claims. It is
to be considered that it is very much
natural that in a diverse state like
ours, diverse opinions and different
claims may often take shape. The
government, rather than ignoring,
should try to nip the evil in the bud
and refuse to let it build a foundation that may prove detrimental to
the future prospects of the state. It
should take due responsibility, as
being servants of the country and
the people, to strife for the well being of the people and foil any attempt to break the peace and harmony of the state.
Meanwhile, the people too have
a pressing role to play. It is vital that
the people realise that they are the
backbone of the entire administration. Likewise, ideas and
propagandas only come to play and
are realised in them. It is them who
have the power to allow or refuse to
let anything happen. The force of
public opinion is irresistible and the
people or anyone who attempts to
lead the people have to be conscious about this very nature of society. Unfortunately, our society has
been largely haphazardous and
therefore critically vulnerable. It
subsequently often falls in the trap
of leaders with vested interests.
Moreover, it is okay when the

people fight for their ends. However,
it is detestable and despicable when
the people fight in order that few
pseudo-intellectuals can meet their
ends.
Nevertheless, indigeneity in a
broader perspective should be discussed in the light of the constitution in which the country takes its
shape. Otherwise, the issue of
indigeneity would mean an outright
challenge to the constitution. Who
does the constitution of India call a
foreigner or a refugee? Likewise, any
attempt to domineer anything beyond the purview of the constitution can be rightly asserted as an
offence in a way that it thwarts the
sanctity of the constitution while it
also opens up a battleground for hate
and enmity in the midst of diversity.
Would that not mean that calling a
bonafide Indian citizen a foreigner
or refugee is an insult to the Country and the government must befittingly respond to it? In the same way
that calling a north-easterner
chinki can land you in jail? It is not
the constitution of India that the
government and the people must be
guided with?
In a nutshell, the issue of
indigeneity in Manipur has never
been a question until some individuals and groups with narrow-divisive
mindsets started bringing in
indigeneity to alienate certain
people for their petty interests.
So, let the Constitution arbitrate.
The writer is General
Secretary, International Human
Rights Association, Manipur State.

Inferior & Superior: An important factor
towards a harmonious Manipur

By:
Buyamayum Liyaquat Ali
Ex-Navy & RTI Activist from
Mayang Imphal
We are all born the same way
and therefore deserve same rights
and acceptance as long as we all
follow laws of the land and comply with the norms set to protect
all individuals. But throughout
history certain groups of people
have faced discrimination, segregation and injustice because they
are of a specific race, profession,
religion or culture. These inequalities persist even today in the form
of inferi or and sup erior.T he
struggle of equality seems to be
only on the rule book. These differences need to be absorbed before it reaches the highest point of
enmity towards others and destruction to our society.
Individual: The differences
created by income and profession
is widening day by day in our society. A growing income divide can
foster bitterness and animosity between individuals, threaten democracy, and destabilize the economy.

Rich peoples are regarded with
higher esteem than the poor one.
School authorities gives more importance and respect to a person
who donate large sum of money
than a person whose child excel in
the class. Transport and Police authorities talk in a respectable tone
to a person driving car but they
use rude language to a person driving motorcycle or cycle. You can
easily differentiate the conduct of
traffic police near Polo ground and
Imphal airport. Observe the differences of words, tone and language
when a Manager speaks to Assistant Manager and Workers. Roadside vendors are kick off immediately by policemen but they will
wait for Court’s approval to destruct a shopping mall constructed
flouting safety norms and other
regulations.
At pres ent our society is
clearly divided into four classes viz
Politicians, Businessmen, Administrative Official, Rich people and
Poor people. Politicians feels that
they are superior from everyone
around him and poor peoples are
forced to feel that they are inferior
to everyone around him. This divide between individuals hinders
our development and economy. A
poor person or worker would do
his mandatory duties but he may
not work wholeheartedly in a company owned by a rich businessman which in turn affects productivity and quality of the company.
And on the other side if the politicians doesn’t work with complete

sincerity and commitment for the
poor people it will largely affect the
overall development of our society. Inferior or superior mindset by
a person holding certain post
largely contributes to destruction
of any organizational setup in our
society.
Gender: The struggle for gender equality has been one of the
major concerns in our society. The
difference in sex and physical form
denotes no difference in status.
Woman is the complement of man,
and not inferior. The birth of a son
is being celebrated while the birth
of a daughter is filled with pain.
Boys are encouraged to be tough
and outgoing but girls are encouraged to be homebound . Women
are discourage from taking the
property of her parents. Women are
also discourage from taking part
in traditional local discussion of
any issues. All these differences
has adverse impact on development goals and consequently reduces economic growth.
Community: People of every
community thinks that their community is the best and they started
looking down other’s community.
Meitei feels that they are superior
from any communities living in
Manipur due to their majority in
population and inheritance of
Manipur kingdom. And in the
same way Tribals feels that they
are superior from any other communities since all the Major Highways which connect Manipur to
mainland India are under their con-

trol. Pangals are forced to feel inferior to other communities. Omitting the name of a Pangal football
player from their list of players recently by some Manipuri media
outlets is an extension of the implied inferior social status to
Pangal community by other communities. Terms “How Macha”,
“Pangal Macha” and “Meitei
Macha” are used by a person to
another person of a different community in inferior mindset.
Every community should respect the people and sentiment of
another community to maintain
harmony in our society. The words
of Russian philosopher, Simon
Soloveychik “The demeaning of
dignity is almost the only reason
for a fight” should always be in
our minds. Starve for dignity, clash
of ego and thrive for social status
are among the reasons of Mount
Koubru and Naga controversy in
Manipur and it is also the main
cause of any communal violence
in our country.
Absolute equality is, in fact, an
impossible ideal. Nature itself has
created such vital differences between men that no power can make
and keep them equal. No one with
eyes in his head can or will deny
the existence of these human differences. But people of every
community should keep an Eagle’s
eye on limited number of people
with vested interest who tries to
defy the traditional social fabric in
our society for their own purpose
and advantage.

More Local News

Assam Rifles organises an online interaction with Exservicemen and Veer Naris of Churachandpur district
IT News
Imphal, May 21:
In its endeavour to live upto
the Assam Rifles motto “Friends
of
th e
N or th
Eas t ”,
Churachandpur Battalion Assam

Rifles under the aegis of IGAR
(East) reached out to Ex-servicemen and Veer Naris staying in remote areas of Churachandpur district via video calls on 20 May
2021.
The online interaction was

organized with an aim to enquire
the well being as well as to redress the grievances of Ex Servicemen and Veer Naris during
these trying times of COVID
pandemic.
The platform was further uti-

lized to emphasize on COVID Appropriate Behaviour and various
safety measures to keep themselves safe during the pandemic
including the importance of vaccination to ward off the infection
and community spread.
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